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Toni Foster Memorial Library Opening & Dedication
Friday November 17 at 1:30 PM

We are pleased to announce that on November 17th the
Toni Foster Memorial Library will be open for circulation!
We are hosting a dedication and ribbon cutting ceremony, as well as offering tours of the library and the school
for community members.
Camp Sherman community members and BBS families
are invited to get their own library card that they will be
able to use during community library hours (Tuesdays 35PM). We have a collection of children's books, as well as
many that appeal to all ages. There is a special collection
of "legacy books" that have been living at BBS for many
years, including the Zoa Burdock library collection. If you
hope to get a library card issued please bring a piece of
mail for us to validate your Camp Sherman address. Coffee, tea, and light refreshments we will be offered.
Teamwork in P. E. By Talon (grade 4)

Our P.E. teacher, Mr. Sharp likes
us to do teamwork because
he thinks it’s better for us to
work together instead of
working alone. We do teamwork by passing the ball or
giving advice to a teammate.
It’s good to learn teamwork
because when you get a job you will need to know
teamwork, to make it easier.
In P.E. we play lots of games like soccer, lacrosse, sprout
ball, and basketball. We play these games because it’s
better for all of us to play together as a group instead of
playing alone. In our games we have even numbered
teams and both teams usually score.
While we kids are doing all these awesome games we
are also getting exercise. Exercise is this energy we get
by running, walking or moving around. Exercise is your
body stretching to do more running and walking.
I asked some other students about what they think
about P.E. Weston thinks, "it’s exceptional exercise!"
Audrie thinks she’s the “boss” at P.E. And Ace thinks it is,
"amazingly amazing!" I think P.E. is a really good opportunity for kids to make friends because teamwork allows
us to cooperate with other students.
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The Colorful Color of MART By Athan (grade 5)

This year we do origami
and we get to use colored
pencils. Our math teacher
Ms. Steele made MART up:
math + art. We do art but
we use math to do the art
like measuring a piece of
paper to the right size. Every one inch, half inch, centimeter, half a centimeter, if you're really good at it you
can do a millimeter or if you're even better than that you
can do half a millimeter! Jojo said “MART is really fun because we use colors and math at the same time and it is
really fun. Ms. Steele said, “I like to do MART because the
students enjoy it. And math is not just in the classroom it's
in art and outside of the classroom.”
Emily said, “MART is more fun than normal math days.’’
Many kids are wanting to do origami in mart like last
year. Rope said, “I like it because you get to interact with
people.’’ Keanan said “I like drawing and making patterns.” Mrs. Steele is a good math teacher and I think she
deserves a medal for being the best math teacher. 100%
of the class agrees with me.
Algebra Fun By Ilya (grade 8)

In BBS a certain group of students are in algebra 1 math.
To find the number of students doing algebra at BBS do
this math x+y2-4-3+42-15-1 if x=1 and y=3. We are using
an online program for our math called ORVED which
stands for Oregon Virtual Education. Our teacher is
named Kevin Brewer, who is very helpful.
In ORVED’s algebra 1 course we have 4 modules each
having 7 teaching parts and 4 test parts. The teaching
parts usually have 8 questions and can be challenging.
Before we do the lesson quiz though we have a little
slideshow of information. The test has around 4 parts, a
pretest, a DBA (discussion based assignment), and two
test parts.
During the DBA Mr. Brewer talks to us about our mistakes.
We can put in funny stuff. Cody Hanks says “Hardest
math problem? Probably the concrete problem.” That
was also one of the hardest math problems for me. As
you can see we have a lot of fun in math class.
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